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                                Whatever life has in store for you, we're here to help you make room for it

                                	
	
            
                50% off 2 months*on our smaller spaces

             

        
    
	
        
        
            One Month Free* on larger spaces
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                                Get your own storage space at StorageWorks Self Storage Artarmon today

                                Speak to our team on 
02 9901 3200                             
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                            State-of-the-art Security
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                            Quote Match
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                            Competitive | No Extra Costs
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                            Over 50 Sizes & Shapes
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                Storage Options

                We want you to spend more time exploring what life has to offer.
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                            Personal Storage
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                            Business Storage
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                            Warehouse Storage
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                            Vehicle Storage
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                Reviews from our Customers

                See what our storers say about us
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                        We love StorageWorks (including the support shown during covid!!) and we will 100% be back in the near future as soon as we need extra storage again!
     

                        A.H (12/20)
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                        Can I take this opportunity to say how pleased we have been with every aspect of the Storage Works service.
     

                        D.M (4/20)
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                        Thank you so much for such a professional, well-run service. Will definitely recommend you to others!
     

                        C.B (3/20)
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                        I have found Storage works to be very service oriented and professional and will definitely recommend you to friends and colleagues
     

                        G.S (9/19)
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                        Thanks for your help and support over the longer than expected period. I have no hesitation in recommending Storage Works to other people
     

                        R.B (8/19)
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                        I will happily recommend Storage Works to anyone that needs storage in the lower north shore
     

                        K.D (7/19)
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                How It Works

                We have more than 50 different storage sizes and shapes.
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                        Call Us Or Drive-In

                        Ask any questions Call us on 02 9901 3200
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                        Estimate

                        We will assist in choosing the right size & pricing
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                        Sign And Move-In

                        We will issue you with a PIN for your storage access. 
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                        Insurance

                        If it is worth storing, then it is worth insuring.
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                        Key And Access

                        Lock up your storage space with your own lock and keep the key safe.
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                        Special Offers

                        Discounts, free months and special deals

                        See our special offers
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                        Online Reservation

                        Select your space, reserve, it's obligation free

                        Make a reservation
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                        Online Payment

                        Pay for your storage online, quick and secure

                        Make a payment
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                        Get your own storage space at StorageWorks Self Storage Artarmon today
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                    Self Storage Sydney
Personal, Business & Warehouse Storage
                    
                       
We want you to spend more time exploring what life has to offer.

Make room in your life – get organized. Get your stuff into self storage and let us look after it for you. And then get back out there to the things that matter. Whatever life has in store for you, we’re here to help you make room for it.

We offer the perfect self storage solution in Sydney for households and businesses that need to free up space or find extra space.

Conveniently located at Artarmon for storage, near North Sydney, Chatswood, Lane Cove, Crows Nest, St Leonards, Neutral Bay and Mosman.

Our modern, safe and secure storage spaces are ideal for household furniture, personal possessions, business goods and inventory, archive documents, student storage or vehicles. Mini warehouses and large commercial storage spaces for businesses are available. Shipping containers can be received. Forklifts and pallet jacks onsite. We offer concierge services, Parcelpoint, and a Tesla charging point.

You get 5-star storage facilities and a smart and simple storage experience. Get your own self-storage space at Storage Works Self Storage Artarmon today. Speak to our team today on 02 9901 3200.

Spend more time on the things that matter.

* terms and conditions apply
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                                Address

                                269 Pacific Highway,
Artarmon, Sydney, NSW, 2064


                            
	
                                Phone

                                02 9901 3200

                            
	
                                Email

                                artarmon@storageworks.com.au

                            



                

                
                    Opening Hours

                    	
                                
                                    Office

                                

                                269/279 Pacific Highway (storers)


                            
	
                                Mon-Fri: 8am - 6pm

Saturday: 9am - 5pm

Sunday & Public Holidays: 10am - 4pm


Closed: New Year's Day, Australia Day, Easter Friday, Christmas Day, Boxing Day


                            

	
                                    9/11 Campbell St (storers)


                                
	
                                    
                                    7 days, 6am - 8pm


                                


                    
                


                
                    Customer Info

                    	Customer Reviews
	Prices & Special Offers
	Online Reservation
	Online Payment
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                    Quick Links

                    	About Us
	Space Estimator
	Boxes & Packaging
	Blog
	Areas we serve
	Terms & Conditions
	Privacy Policy
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Google Rating
4.7


Based on 52 reviews
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Maddi Brown
22:38 17 Oct 23

Highly recommend to anyone on the north shore. Facilities are clean, easy to use and the staff are helpful and a pleasure to deal with
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Michel Lam
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Highly recommend this storage house! It’s clean and access is easy (No weird driveways or narrow entrance) Most of all, the staff are always helpful and friendly. They try to understand your moving situation and would do their best to assist. Plenty of trolley to use and lifts are huge.
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Felt like a ‘safe’ storage facility. Well lit with good security, it was well organised.
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Kathryn Grace
08:02 31 Jan 23

Incredible staff, a clean space and easy to use system. Highly recommend!
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Sylvia Liu
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Offers different sizes of storage.   Conveniently located, easy access, clean and helpful staff.  Close to waste management site for disposal of items that no longer need to be stored.
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Evan Predavec
02:24 07 Nov 22

Hard to say more than friendly helpful staff in well-run storage space
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Marina Lee
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Convenient location with great customer service
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Anushiya Selva Rajah
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Storage Works has been used by my family for many years. It is in very convenient location. The staff there have been helpful & courteous ☺️☺️
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Love the place great place to store stuff. Been there 3 years
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Minna Boyle
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Really great, clean storage facility. Conveniently located just off the Pacific Highway.
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Some of the best customer service I’ve ever experienced. If I ever need to store items again, I will 100% be going back to these guys!
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Helpful and had lifts and high access for my large van
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Jaclyn Hayden
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This company and the people at this location are AMAZING. I had the misfortune of being in the US when the Australian border closed to due to Covid-19, and because of this I had to arrange, from overseas, to have my apartment packed up and stored. From the beginning of this process, the Storage works team were incredibly helpful, putting me in touch with a person who could go to my home and pack, and then storing my belongings for several months while I waited to find out if I would be able to come home or if I needed to have my belongings shipped to the US. When it finally came to get things shipped, the team again stepped up and went through all of my things and packed the specific items I asked for, even going so far as to recommend a shipping company and prepare my suitcase for transport across the world with the proper paperwork, etc. Every time I asked for help, they went out of their way to help, going far beyond what would normally be expected. They were efficient, knowledgable, reliable, and kind. And as far as I can tell, their storage rates are very reasonable compared to other facilities in the area. I really would have had a very difficult time getting my belongings back if it had not been for Michael and the wonderful Storage Works team. Thank you again for putting up with all of my questions and requests, and all of your hard work!
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I have used storage works for more than a decade. The team has always been polite and extremely helpful. I can recommend it.👍
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Very professional and courteous staff. Made the right move from Storage King Homebush. What a huge difference in the treatment of customers!
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Good space
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Excellent service!!!   Miha was extremely helpful and assisted me in finding the right packing solution for our problem. Thank you Miha !!  Great Job!!
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Affordable storage. Very friendly and helpful staff. I was stressed moving one weekend and realised my refrigerator wasn’t going to fit in my new apartment - I called up a few strorage places on a Saturday afternoon at around 4pm and pretty much every place I called was rude and angry that I wanted to rent storage so late in afternoon on a Saturday. Walked into this place and they found a spot for me in no time and we’re extremely helpful. More than that, they’re so much cheaper compared to other storage options in the area. Can definitely recommend.
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Very helpful
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Great, cheap place to store your stuff if you're local. Big variety of spaces to rent. 7 day access but not 24hours
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Very helpful and excellent service
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Easy
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We recently used Storageworks once again.  We have found the staff to be professional, friendly and knowledgeable.  Storage works is extremely clean and has great security.  Thanks for doing a great job.
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It's such a convenient place and the hours of access are excellent, what about the friendly staffs - Michael, Duncan, Frank, Terry, and the rest of the team.  Cost is very reasonable.
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The team at Storage Works in Artarmon are great to deal with. Very accommodating, professional, efficient and just a great bunch of people. Thanks for your support. JF
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Clean, quiet and not too busy.
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Best storage facility in Sydney. Great owners and caretakers and they don't plus plus plus on costs.  All clear and concise
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Fantastic clean facility with friendly staff
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convenient
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William Ando
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It's a wonderful storage facility, you're all very pleasant and helpful to deal with and ... I'd like to thank you for an easy, trouble-free stay. Best storage centre in Sydney.
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Looking for great storage on the north shore than I highly recommend Storage Works excellent place no where near expensive as the others great friendly staff , very clean and great security



See all reviewsWrite a review
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